The idea could not be permitted to stand alone; it needed a body, even a proxy of the proxy. Today, while “conceptual” is easily the most ubiquitous word in art, it does not signify any particular style or form of art. “What does seem to hold true for today’s normative Conceptualism,” writes Seth Price in Disposition (2002), “is that the project remains, in the words of Art and Language, “radically incomplete:” it does not necessarily stand against objects or painting, or for language as art; it does not need to stand against retinal art; it does not stand for anything certain, instead privileging framing and context, and constantly renegotiating its relationship to its audience.”

Art has inarguably been refreshed and strengthened by the rise of conceptualism and its challenge to the stronghold of retinal perception, but art no longer need follow the anti-estheticalism of a readymade, or be executed by written instructions (as in Sol LeWitt’s drawings, which are mere after-effects of the ideas that govern their making), or explicitly reference semiotics (as in Joseph Kosuth’s One and Three Chairs [1965], in which the dictionary definition of a chair is displayed with any chair and a photograph of that chair in that place). Instead, conceptualism is marked by incompletion, continuous relocation, and the sort of “non-sight” that Smithson created, an awareness of blindness. The readymade, for instance, is not located in place and time but is instead an interiorization, as Price points out; it’s not a position but a reading process. “Perhaps one always reads in the dark,” Marguerite Duras wrote. “Reading depends on the obscurity of night. Even if you read in broad daylight, outside, darkness gathers around the book.”

Darkness likewise gathers around the idea of conceptualism in writing, which is about as slippery as art—but shares with art an overt awareness of the history of art. When Kenneth Goldsmith writes the introduction to his book Uncreative Writing, it is essentially a manifesto that adapts to literary practice many of the dominant beliefs in art of the last forty years. When he writes “Context is the new content," he writes, “Age-old bouts of fraudulence, plagiarism, and hoaxes still scandalize the literary world in ways that would make, say, the art, music, computing, or science worlds chuckle with disbelief. It’s hard to imagine the James Frey or J. T. LeRoy scandals upsetting anybody familiar with the sophisticated, purposefully fraudulent provocations of Jeff Koons or the rephotographing of advertisements by Richard Prince, who was awarded with a Guggenheim Museum retrospective for his plagiaristic tendencies. Nearly a century ago, the art world put to rest conventional notions of originality and replication with the gestures of Marcel Duchamp.

Conceptual art has always been about language.

Hmmm. Yes, appropriation is king in visual art. But its real implications still remain theoretical in important ways. Artists like Koons and Prince are happily ensconced in a capitalistic system that rewards the original in haunting ways, such as that regular reminder on the wall of a museum’s institutionalism: the “No Photography Allowed” sign next to a fully appropriated work of art. The much-touted death of the author often simply results in the reconstitution of the author/persona as an owner, or authorizer, in a consumer system. But the mass-distribution system of literature—in addition to its ability to be precisely reproduced rather than in a shadowy way (think JPEGs of artworks versus Vanessa Place’s ongoing project of Tweeting the entirety of Gone With the Wind [1936])—suggests that writing has more radical potential than art. That, and its history as an experience of embodying other voices, other bodies. As Michel de Certeau writes, “To read without uttering the words aloud or at least mumbling them is a ‘modern’ experience, unknown for millennia... This withdrawal of the body, which is the condition of its autonomy, is a distancing of the text. It is the reader’s habeas corpus.”

Habeas corpus: who has the body? You? The artist? Is it the work itself? The body of the work of art, or piece of writing, is constituted instead in a dark place, a limited yet floating Smithsonesque zone that evades the light wherever it finds it. Place’s book Tragedy 1: Statement of Facts (2010) is a Ulysses-weight piece of writing consisting entirely and only (there are no addenda or expansions) of innumerable briefs from Place’s day job defending indigent sex offenders on appeal (she almost always loses). The shame and elusiveness of the crimes dramatizes this dark place where reading and comprehension are as charged as sex and justice.

In Place’s collection of appellate briefs, voices intersect and collide with only systematic attribution. This is a form of public sculpture, built around an interior that can only be obsessively circumnavigated. Police reports, public record in any town or city, are like this: the mess of the events themselves (even on a fundamental level: what is the experience of a sexual act for a prepubescent child?) becomes processed through a further mess that includes precise addresses that make mock of the imprecise testimonies, extraneous facts added, intrinsic facts overlooked, and, to top off this sundae of semiotic glutony, stenographic tics that participate in unknown systems of failures, biases, and triggers in the reader/receiver. The mess is in direct disproportion to the neatness desired, and total neatness is desired, since this is the moment when authorities have become involved in order to clean up.

Place happens to be working on a film project with visual artist Stephanie Taylor called Murder Squaredance on the Spiral Jetty. It will not include a trip to Spiral Jetty. By phone from her home in Los Angeles, I asked Place about why she writes alongside visual art—essentially, why she applies art systems to writing. I loved her answer: “For visual artists, the whole idea of dematerialization is okay because you have language left. The problem is, when you lose that stability, which is what happens when you go into the tradition of the literary arts, then what do you have? And that’s what really interest me.” You have only a newfound awareness that you are, finally, in the dark.
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What does it mean to be “against expression”? Usually, books that announce that they are “against” a topic stake out a clear rhetorical position. Jonathan Baron’s Against Bioethics (2006), Eavan Boland’s Against Love Poetry (2001), John Ellis’s Against Deconstruction (1989): a person immediately has a sense of what these authors oppose. In the case of Craig Dworkin and Kenneth Goldsmith’s anthology Against Expression, however, the goal is less obvious. How can a book take on something as ill defined and capacious as “expression”? The subtitle does not help much either. An Anthology of Conceptual Writing. What kind of writing do the editors have in mind? Short stories? Autobiography? Lyric poetry? Instruction manuals? And doesn’t it all write, except perhaps the purest nonsense verse, convey or rely on concepts?

One could explain the book’s title by situating it in relation to recent literary history. After 9/11, many assumptions and practices that defined the late twentieth-century American, British, and Canadian poetic avant-gardes—above all, the rampant use of aberrant or disjunctive syntax—began to appear outdated, even defanged. With grammar-mangling, fragment-spouting George W. Bush on television every night arguing for war, how could a leftist poet in good conscious continue to advocate anacolouthon, soticism, and other varieties of non-normative English usage as tools to achieve utopian ends? One literary movement to emerge in this new aesthetic climate was conceptualism. Among its key players are Against Expression’s editors, Dworkin and Goldsmith, as well as Christian Bök, Robert Fitterman, and Vanessa Place, all of whom appear in the anthology. Their work involves the appropriation and recycling of other texts; prolonged mindless labor, especially transcription, copying, and retyping; a fascination with what happens when data is transposed from one medium to another; and a de-emphasis on close reading in favor of analytical attention to larger formal patterns and higher orders of information organization. The conceptualists challenge readers to rethink what constitutes a literary text, how literature operates as an institution, and what role if any it plays in public life. In this context, the title Against Expression could serve as shorthand for one of the movement’s favorite harangues. Down with the cult of personality! Away with weepy self-revelations, tawdry public confrontations, and...
Against Expression gives permission to forget all the rules that you ever internalized and start over.

As if acknowledging that he, too, finds Goldsmith’s arguments incomplete or troublesome, Dworkin provides a second, supplementary preface that pursues an entirely different tack. His intent is reasonable and laudable. He seeks to provide a literary- and art-historical genealogy for the texts collected in Against Expression. More specifically, he explores links between contemporary “conceptual writing” and the varieties of word-based art, also called conceptual, associated with the sixties and seventies. Ultimately, he stresses rupture over continuity. Today’s conceptualists, he maintains, generally amass and showcase the raw undigested stuff of writing, whereas artists a generation ago tended to assert the aesthetic superiority of generative ideas over any possible physical realization. If encounters in a scholarly journal, Dworkin’s essay would represent a first-rate piece of criticism. Here, however, it doesn’t quite fit. It provides a high level of detail, and the academic to-and-fro about the originality of conceptual writing will probably perplex the uninitiated. Yes, there are haters who habitually announce that the avant-garde is absolutely positively most sincerely dead and haughtily dismiss any attempted revival as derivative pale neo-avant-gardism. (When obliged to endure these tirades, one cannot help but wonder whether the same critics would also ketchup about, say, Italian restaurants in North Beach claiming to serve pizza when all they could do was hope to produce a pie, a grotesque imitation of the tomatoey goodness and savoury crunch of the original nineteenth century pizza napo-letana.) Dworkin chooses to stand at the blackboard and rebuff the opposition when the best policy might have been to usher readers swiftly to their tables and let the feast begin.

Against Expression worth reading? Absolutely. Few literary collections have left me so breathlessly excited. But one should get to know it by flipping around in it randomly, paying limited attention at first to the title, the headlines, and other scholarly apparatus. What probably began as a coterie venture somewhere along the way turned into an abundance of riches containable under no single label. It has the potential to serve as an unofficial textbook for a generation of young writers looking to strike out into new territory. What if I tried this? Or did this? What if I threw caution to the wind? It gives permission to forget all the rules that you ever internalized and start over. While it might not make a mark on any word count, it provides a new mode of composition. Although references to the tradition of her How to Write (1931), issues a call for readers and writers to begin again and again and see where their ingenuity can take them.
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